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Crocodile Ridge Braid of 8 Strands - Charles HAMEL

This completes one cycle of the Crocodile Ridge Braid. From here on the sequence is the same (alternating) for both sides: the outside strand is brought from, ... 
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Crocodile Ridge Braid of 8 Strands These pictures shown loose for better detail Pic One



Bringing strand No. 4 to the right over strand No. 5 starts the eight-strand braid. Pic 2



Strand No. 3 passes to the right under strands No. 4 and No. 5 and with a slight CW twist brought back to the left over strand No. 4.



Pic 3



Always work strands form alternating sides. Strand No. 6 is brought to the left under two strands and with a slight CCW twist is brought back to the right over one strand. Pic 4



Strand No. 2 is brought from the left over one strand and under two, a slight CW twist and brought back to the left over one strand.



Pic 5



Strand No. 7 is brought from the right over one strand and under two, a slight CCW twist and brought back to the right over one strand Pic 6



Strand No. one is brought from the left under one, over one and under two strands, a slight CCW twist and brought back to the left over one strand.



Pic 7



Strand No. 8 is brought from the right under one, over one and under two strands, a slight CW twist and brought back to the right over one strand. Pic 8



This completes one cycle of the Crocodile Ridge Braid. From here on the sequence is the same (alternating) for both sides: the outside strand is brought from, the left or right, under one strand, over one strand and under two strands, a slight, CCW or CW, twist and back the reverse direction over one strand.



Pic 9



After braiding several inches you will find it easier to do and you will see the pattern starting to show up. Be sure to keep the tension on all of the strands even while braiding. This one braid that will really not look well if the tension is irregular. Braid the desired length for the project and terminate as desired. The slight CCW and CW twists should also be done as evenly as possible for a proper looking braid. You will get the feeling for the slight twist also after a few inches of braiding. This beautiful braid, made with one, two, three or more ridges on a flat-type braid foundation, is used for many purposes. As a flat type braid it can be used for belts, reins, hobbles, hatbands and etc., and as round braid for handle coverings.
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Crocodile Ridge Round Braid Of One Ridge - Charles HAMEL 

Continue by bringing strand no.7 back to the left with a Â¼ turn and over strand no.3. Next bring strand no.1 around behind to the right and under strand no.6 over ...
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6 - 8 Stand Striped Or Chevron Braid - Charles HAMEL 

ote: These braids can be done with any even number of cords and choice of colors. They can made to any length for a bracelet or longer for a belt or use your ...
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17 Strand double braid lanyard reverse pattern joints - Charles HAMEL 

sides. Drop the 4 most inter cords. Let them hang down as you continue with the O3-U3 sequence. ... When starting the 17 strand braid I always use a â€œhair pinâ€� or â€œbobby pinâ€� to mark off and hold ... is needed. This leaves you with 13 strands
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BRAID OR NOT BRAID THK or NOT THK* . Part ... - Charles HAMEL 

[Braid (US) Plait (UK) ]. In Part one I offer points, to be examined, telling why I think that a THK is anything but a braid. - Turk's Head Knot is a label that should be.
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

repeat the sequences A through E of the first plate as often as you require â€“ completion is illustrated on the second plate. [1] C.W. Ashley, The Ashley Book of ...
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

Oct 4, 2014 - The template (see attached pdf) is the craft we worked at the .... Jimmy Ray Williams ... In the Cardiac Rehabilitation program I'm in, there.
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killing handedness - Charles HAMEL 

It does not seems to me so good an idea, around ... The 'concept' behind the misnomer 'handedness' is ... direction of 'rotation' and direction of 'progress of.
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Untitled - Charles HAMEL 

no loose end to work through the knot. But this device does away with the great merit of the Bowline, the ease and speed with which the rope can be passed ...
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Untitled - Charles HAMEL 

bowline knot, and frequently another hitch is put round the cask nearer the head. Sometimes it is necessary to put a stopper on a rope to prevent another ...
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ABOK 1385 - Charles HAMEL 

1st Cord. 2nd Cord (Complete the First Cord first). From. To. From. To. B1. T4. B2 O2,U2,. T5. T4. B9. T5 U2,O2,. B10. B9. T12. B10 O2,U2,. T13. T12. B17.
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this pdf - Charles HAMEL 

1-PASS, 2-PASS and 3-PASS in its maimed herringbone pattern while the other has a 3-PASS Herringbone pattern all over *but* is *not* a STANDARD ...
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emu48 starter - Charles HAMEL 

more than enough to gives your the Â« working Â» of the calculator HP 48GX I use. Now you may open the FOLDER Emu 48 ( that is the only part that you have to ...
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

Randy Penn. Knots in DNA. Pieter van de Griend. The Knots Puzzle Book. Heather McLeay. Knots, Bends and Hitches for Mariners. US Power Squadrons. Knots ...
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

There is a YouTube video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp38DGBH134. â€œIn this fashion, soldiers can attack from a cliff face while firing their weapons.
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

elements in a photographic quality, which would have dazzled Hjalmar Ã–hrvall. ... librarian at Peabody Maritime Museum in Salem,. Massachusetts, short time ...
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

The Cub Master was. Waldo Holbrook and ... and Morrie as a plumber. Ralph had been at .... end and needs to be gently tugged down so it does not bunch up ...
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THE LAY - Charles HAMEL 

any problem usually. 'With' here means .... inappropriate, IMO it is an egregious practice to think that knots may ... 12 â€“ 3 â€“ 6 â€“ 9 â€“ 12 again. Counter-clockwise is ...
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Article three - Charles HAMEL 

particular issue of The Braider has been written a few years before its publication date, and that this necessitated the introduction of a yearly Appendix. Issue No.
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Untitled - Charles HAMEL 

it may be called the standing end." Take the other, or. * working endâ€� a number of times round the object to be. 1934-Chas. L. SPENCER. Knots, Splices And ...
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Article two - Charles HAMEL 

be seen as a 'Turk's Head' coding or 'Casa' coding, but also as a column-coding and row-coding. However, an over-under coding throughout a braid does in ...
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Article one - Charles HAMEL 

the first letter of the alphabet and the algorithm-form for Ashley's bend begins .... Apart from the term one-pass (meaning over-under coding), the term n-pass, ...
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

One lead has a wrist loop, another a large stopper ... I also got some good advice from a distinguished ... traditional (early 17th century) sail making at the big.
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Knot News - Charles HAMEL 

One of my favorite knob knots is â€œA Diamond and Crownâ€�,. ABOK #852. Since ABOK .... Knob Knots you will need to solve the problem of providing padding for ...
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To Tie - Charles HAMEL 

This fast, one-cord Fob may please you. ... repeat its Half Knot around the ... It just occurred to me that you could make all the First End's Half Knots go in the ...
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